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Introduction

This is a guide to information sources on cactus and succulent plants at the Helen Crocker Russell Library of Horticulture. Citations are listed alphabetically by author, and if no author is listed, then alphabetically by title. This guide does not represent the full scope of information on succulent and cactus plants at the library. For more assistance, please consult a librarian.

Books

Author: Alexander, Edward Johnston.
Title: Succulent plants of new and old world deserts ...
Call Number: SB438 AL26 1950

Author: Anderson, Edward F.
Title: The cactus family.
Call Number: SB438.C12 An23 2001

Author: Anderson, Miles.
Title: The ultimate book of cacti and succulents.
Publication: Vancouver, Canada : Select Editions, c1998.
Call Number: SB438.A1 An24 1998

Author: Armer, Laura (Adams).
Title: Cactus.
Call Number: SB438.C12 Ar1 1934

Author: Ashley, George.
Title: The punctured thumb: or, Cactus and other succulents.
Call Number: SB438 .As358 1977

Author: Atkinson, Robert E.
Title: Cactus and succulents in your home.
Call Number: SB438 .At57 1961
Author: Backeberg, Curt.
Title: *Cactus lexicon: enumeratio diagnostica Cactacearum.*
Call Number: SB438.B126 1976

Author: Baldwin, Debra Lee.
Title: *Designing with succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.S7 B35 2007

Author: Baldwin, Debra Lee.
Title: *Designing with succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.S7 B35 2017

Author: Baldwin, Debra Lee.
Title: *Succulent container gardens: design eye-catching displays with 350 easy-care plants.*
Call Number: SB438.S7 B193 2010

Author: Baldwin, Debra Lee.
Title: *Succulents simplified: growing, designing, and crafting with 100 easy-care varieties.*
Call Number: SB438.S7 B35s 2013

Author: Barkhuizen, B. P.
Title: *Succulents of Southern Africa: with specific reference to the succulent families found in the Republic of South Africa and South West Africa.*
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8s B245 1978

Author: Baxter, Edgar Martin.
Title: *California cactus: a complete and scientific record of the cacti native in California.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 B33 1935

Author: Bechtel, Helmut.
Title: *Cactus identifier: including succulent plants.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 B387 1977
Author: Benson, Lyman David.
Title: The cacti of Arizona.
Call Number: SB438 .C12 B442a 1969

Author: Benson, Lyman David.
Title: The cacti of the United States and Canada.
Call Number: SB438.C12 B442 1982

Author: Benson, Lyman David.
Title: The native cacti of California.
Call Number: SB438.C12 B442c 1969

Author: Bernath, Stefen.
Title: The cactus coloring book.
Call Number: SB438.C12 B457 1981

Author: Bertrand, A.
Title: Succulent plants other than cacti.
Call Number: SB438 .B46 1953

Author: Breslin, Peter.
Title: Field guide to cacti & other succulents of Arizona.
Call Number: SB438.C12 B74 2017

Author: Borg, John.
Title: Cacti: a gardener's handbook for their identification and cultivation.
Call Number: SB438.C12 B63 1970

Author: Britton, Nathaniel Lord.
Title: The Cactaceae: descriptions and illustrations of plants of the cactus family.
Call Number: SB438.C12 B77 1963

Author: Brooklyn Botanic Garden.
Title: Handbook on succulent plants.
Publication: Brooklyn, N.Y. : Brooklyn Botanic Garden, c1982.
Call Number: SB438 .B7916 1982
Author: Brown, John Robert.
Title: *Unusual plants : 110 spectacular photographs of succulents.*
Call Number: SB438 .B81 1954

Author: Byles, R. S.
Title: *A dictionary of genera and sub-genera of Cactaceae; 1753-1953 (incorporating Supplement, January 1st, 1954-December 31st, 1956).*
Call Number: SB438.C12 B99 1957

Author: Cabat, Erni.
Title: *The flowering Southwest : wildflowers, cacti, and succulents in Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, and Utah.*
Call Number: QK142 .Er63 1989

Title: *Cactus and succulents.*
Call Number: SB438 .Su74 1978

Author: Cahill, Lawrence William.
Title: *Cacti and succulents.*
Call Number: SB438 .C11 1955

Author: Calhoun, Scott.
Title: *The gardener's guide to cactus : the 100 best paddles, barrels, columns, and globes.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 C128 2012

Author: Carlson, Raymond.
Title: *The flowering cactus : an informative guide, illustrated in full-color photography, to one of the miracles of America's Southwest.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 C19 1954

Author: Castle, R. Lewis.
Title: *Cactaceous plants : their history and culture.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 C279 1974
Author: Cave, Yvonne.
Title: The succulent garden: a practical gardening guide.
Call Number: SB438.S7 C315 1996

Author: Cave, Yvonne.
Title: Succulents for the contemporary garden.
Call Number: SB438.S7 C315s 2003

Author: Charles, Graham.
Title: Copiapoa.
Call Number: SB438.3.C63 C38 1998

Author: Chance, Leo J.
Title: Cacti & succulents for cold climates: 274 outstanding species for challenging conditions.
Call Number: SB438.A1 C43 2012

Author: Chidamian, Claude.
Title: The book of cacti and other succulents.
Call Number: SB438 .C434 1958

Author: Cooper, Jason.
Title: Cactus.
Publication: Vero Beach, Fla.: Rourke Enterprises, c1991.
Call Number: SB438.C12 C786 1991

Author: Court, Doreen.
Title: Succulent flora of southern Africa.
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8s C835 2010

Author: Cowling, Richard M.
Title: Namaqualand: a succulent desert.
Call Number: QK396 .C839n 1999

Author: Craig, Robert T.
Title: The Mammillaria handbook: with descriptions, illustrations, and key to the species of the genus Mammillaria of the Cactaceae.
Call Number:  SB438.3.M3 C844 1963

Title:  Crazy about cacti and succulents.
Publication:  Brooklyn, N.Y. : Brooklyn Botanic Garden, c2006.
Call Number:  SB438.A1 C859 2006

Author:  Cullmann, Willy.
Title:  The encyclopedia of cacti.
Call Number:  SB438.C12 C898 1986

Author:  Cutak, Ladislaus.
Title:  Cactus guide.
Call Number:  SB438.C12 C97 1956

Author:  Cutak, Ladislaus.
Title:  Growing and enjoying succulents.
Call Number:  SB438 .C97 1950

Author:  Cutak, Ladislaus.
Title:  The night-blooming cereus and its allies.
Call Number:  SB438.3.C4 C97 1945

Author:  Dawson, Elmer Yale.
Title:  The cacti of California.
Call Number:  SB438.C12 D324 1966

Author:  Davidson, William.
Title:  The complete all-color guide to house plants, cacti & succulents.
Call Number:  SB419 .D27 1976

Author:  De Vosjoli, Philippe.
Title:  Pachyforms.
Publication:  Vista, Calif. : Advanced Visions, c2004-
Call Number:  SB438.3.C2 D498 2004-

Author:  Dortort, Fred.
Title:  The Timber Press guide to succulent plants of the world : a comprehensive reference to more than 2000 species.
Call Number:  SB438.S7 D67 2011

Author:  Earle, W. Hubert.
Title:  *Cacti of the Southwest: Arizona, western New Mexico, southern Colorado, southern Utah, southern Nevada, eastern California.*
Call Number:  SB438.C12 E75 1980

Author:  Frank, Gabriel.
Title:  *Striking succulent gardens: plants and plans for designing your low-maintenance landscape.*
Call Number:  SB438.A1 F85 2021

Author:  Gentry, Howard Scott.
Title:  *Agaves of continental North America.*
Call Number:  SB438.3.Ag4 G289n 1982

Author:  Ginns, R.
Title:  *Cacti and other succulents.*
Call Number:  SB438 .G4345 1963

Author:  Graham, Victor.
Title:  *Growing succulent plants.*
Call Number:  SB438.A1 G76 1987

Author:  Grantham, Keith.
Title:  *The plantfinder's guide to cacti & other succulents.*
Call Number:  SB438.A1 G767 1999

Author:  Green, George Gilbert.
Title:  *Cacti and succulents.*
Publication:  London : Faber and Faber, ltd. [1953].
Call Number:  SB438 .G82 1953

Author:  Gutierrez, Jorge.
Title:  *Los cactos nativos de Cuba.*
Call Number:  SB438 C123 C8 G949 1984
Author: Haage, Walther.
Title: *Cacti and succulents, a practical handbook.*
Call Number: SB438 .H11 1970

Author: Hammer, Steven A.
Title: *The genus Conophytum : a conograph.*
Call Number: SB438.3.C6 H183 1993

Author: Harland, William.
Title: *Growing cacti and succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 H226 1981

Author: Haselton, Scott Edson.
Title: *Cacti & succulents and how to grow them.*
Call Number: SB438 .H27c 1969

Author: Haselton, Scott Edson.
Title: *Cacti for the amateur : a complete guide in the interest of cactus collectors ; 150 illustrations and 110 cacti in color.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 H27 1958

Author: Haselton, Scott Edson.
Title: *Succulents for the amateur : introducing the beginner to more than eight hundred fascinating succulent plants.*
Call Number: SB438 .H27 1939

Author: Haustein, Erik.
Title: *The cactus handbook.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 H296 1986

Author: Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, San Marino, California.
Title: *Dry climate gardening with succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 D847 1995

Author: Hecht, Hans.
Title: *Cacti & succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 H355 1994

Author: Hernández, Héctor M.
Title: Mapping the cacti of Mexico: their geographical distribution based on referenced records.
Call Number: SB438.C12 H43 2011

Author: Hewitt, Terry.
Title: The complete book of cacti and succulents.
Call Number: SB438.A1 H493 1993

Author: Higgins, Ethel Bailey.
Title: Our native cacti.
Call Number: SB438.C12 H5o 1931

Author: Higgins, Vera.
Title: Cactus growing for beginners.
Call Number: SB438.C12 H5g 1971

Author: Higgins, Vera.
Title: Succulents in cultivation (cacti included).
Call Number: SB438.A1 H535 1960

Author: Higgins, Vera.
Title: The study of cacti.
Call Number: SB438.C12 H5 1956

Author: Hinrichs, Linda.
Title: Cactus: a prickly portrait of a desert eccentric.
Call Number: SB438.C12 H594 1995

Author: Hoffman J., Adriana.
Title: Cactaceas en la flora silvestre de Chile: una guía para la identificación de los cactus que crecen en el país.
Call Number: QK264 .H755c 1989
Author: Hoffmann, Ralph.
Title: *Cacti and other succulents; an annotated list of plants cultivated in the Santa Barbara region.*
Publication: Santa Barbara, Calif. : Garden Tours Committee of the Plans and Planting Branch, Community Arts Association [c1930]
Call Number: SB438 .H67 1930

Author: Houghton, Arthur Duvernoix.
Title: *The cactus book.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 H8 1930

Author: Hummel, E. C.
Title: *Hummel's victory picture book of cacti and succulents.*
Call Number: SB438 .H272 1944

Author: Huxley, Anthony Julian.
Title: *Cacti and succulents.*
Call Number: SB438 .H982 1960

Author: Huxley, Anthony Julian.
Title: *House plants : cacti and succulents.*
Call Number: SB419 .H982 1972

Author: Ingram, Stephen.
Title: *Cacti, agaves, and yuccas of California and Nevada.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 In4 2008

Author: Innes, Clive.
Title: *Cacti.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 In6 1991

Author: Innes, Clive.
Title: *The complete handbook of cacti and succulents : a comprehensive guide to cacti and succulents in their habitats, to their care and cultivation in house and greenhouse and to the genera and their species.*
Call Number: SB438 .In65 1981
Author: Jacobsen, Hermann.
Title: *The cultivation of succulents.*
Publication: London : Williams and Norgate, ltd. [1942, c1939]
Call Number: SB438 .J28c 1942

Author: Jacobsen, Hermann.
Title: *A handbook of succulent plants; descriptions, synonyms, and cultural details for succulents other than Cactaceae.*
Call Number: SB438 .J28 1960

Author: Jacobsen, Hermann.
Title: *Lexicon of succulent plants : short descriptions, habitats and synonymy of succulent plants other than Cactaceae.*
Call Number: SB438 .J28x 1977

Author: Jacobsen, Hermann.
Title: *Succulent plants; description, cultivation and uses of succulent plants, other than cacti.*
Publication: London, Williams and Norgate [1935].
Call Number: SB438 .J28s 1935

Author: Jeppe, Barbara.
Title: *South African aloes.*
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 J469 1969

Author: Judd, Eric.
Title: *What aloe is that?*
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 J882 1967

Author: Kapitany, Attila.
Title: *Succulent success in the garden.*
Publication: Teesdale, Victoria, Australia : Schulz, c2002.
Call Number: SB438.S7 Sch84g 2002

Author: Kapitany, Attila.
Title: *Succulents for the garden.*
Call Number: SB438.S7 Sch84 2000
Author: Kapitany, Attila.
Title: *Succulents : propagation*.
Call Number: SB438.S7 Sch84p 2004

Author: Keen, Bill.
Title: *Cacti and succulents : step-by-step to growing success*.

Author: Kelaidis, Gwen Moore.
Title: *Hardy succulents : tough plants for every climate*.
Call Number: SB438.S7 K27 2008

Author: Kew, England.
Title: *List of Cactaceae names from Repertorium plantarum succulentarum (1950-1990)*.
Call Number: SB438.C12 L696 1991

Author: Kew, England.
Author: Taylor, Nigel P.
Title: *The genus Echinocereus*.
Call Number: SB438.3.Ec6 T216 1985

Author: Kimmel, Eric A.
Title: *Cactus soup*.
Call Number: (j)SB438.C12 K571 2004

Author: Kitami, Yoko.
Title: *Cactus*.
Call Number: SB438.C12 K648 2005

Author: Knishinsky, Ran.
Title: *Prickly pear cactus medicine : treatments for diabetes, cholesterol, and the immune system*.
Call Number: SB438.3.Op8 K749 2004
Author: Lamb, Edgar.  
Title: *Stapeliads in cultivation.*  
Call Number: SB438.3.S7 L165 1957

Author: Laren, A. J. van.  
Title: *Cactus.*  
Publication: Los Angeles, Abbey San Encino Press, 1935.  
Call Number: SB438.C12 L32c 1935

Author: Laren, A. J. van.  
Title: *Succulents other than cacti.*  
Publication: Los Angeles, Abbey San Encino Press, 1934.  
Call Number: SB438.L32 1934

Author: Lerner, Carol.  
Title: *Cactus.*  
Call Number: (j)SB438.C12 L562 1992

Author: Lindsay, George.  
Title: *Cacti of San Diego county; a non-technical guide.*  
Call Number: SB438.C12 L6453 1963

Author: Mabe, Rex E.  
Title: *Gardening with succulents.*  
Call Number: SB438.M113 1974

Author: MacDougall, Tom.  
Title: *Plant exploration in the states of Oaxaca and Chiapas.*  
Publication: [Santa Barbara, Calif.? : Cactus and Succulent Journal?, 1973?]  
Call Number: QK211.M147 1973?

Author: Maddams, W. F.  
Author: Mammillaria Society.  
Title: *Interesting newer mammillarias.*  
Publication: [Worcester Park]: Mammillaria Society, [197-].  
Call Number: SB438.3.M3 M262 197-

Author: Madgwick, Wendy.  
Title: *Cacti and other succulents.*  

Author: Mann, John.
Title: Cactus-feeding insects and mites.
Call Number: SB608.C18 M315 1969

Author: Manning, Reg.
Title: What kinda cactus izzat? : a "who's who" of strange plants of the Southwest American desert.
Call Number: SB438.C12 M31 1957

Author: Marchand, Peter.
Title: What good is a cactus?
Call Number: SB438.C12 M33 1994

Author: Marsden, Cyril.
Title: Grow cacti, a practical handbook.
Publication: London, Cleaver-Hume Press [c1958]

Author: Marshall, William Taylor.
Title: Arizona’s cactuses.
Call Number: SB438.C12 M3584 1953

Author: Marshall, William Taylor.
Title: Cactaceae, with illustrated keys of all tribes, sub-tribes and genera.
Publication: Pasadena, Abbey Garden Press, 1941.
Call Number: SB438.C12 M3584c 1941

Author: Marshall, William Taylor.
Title: Glossary of succulent plant terms : a glossary of botanical terms and pronouncing vocabulary of generic and specific names used in connection with xerophytic plants.
Call Number: SB438.A1 M3584 1945

Author: Martin, Margaret J.
Title: Cacti and their cultivation.
Call Number: SB438.C12 M36 1971
Author: Mauseth, James D.
Title: *A cactus odyssey: journeys in the wilds of Bolivia, Peru, and Argentina.*
Call Number: SB438.C123 S6, M448, 2002

Author: McMillan, A. J. S.
Title: *Christmas cacti: the genus Schlumbergera and its hybrids.*
Call Number: SB438.3.S26 M228 1995

Author: McQuown, Frederic Richard.
Title: *Fine-flowered cacti: epiphyllums and others for home and greenhouse.*
Call Number: SB438.3.Ep5 M244 1971

Author: Meadow, Katie.
Title: *Cacti and other succulents for your home.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 M461 1976

Title: *Mesembs of the world.*
Call Number: SB438.3.Ai9 M561 1998

Author: Moore, Jeff.
Title: *Under the spell of succulents.*
Publication: [California?]: [publisher not identified], [2016].

Author: Morgan, Diana.
Title: *Succulents for Mediterranean climate gardens.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 M823 2004

Author: Morgenstern, K. D.
Title: *Sansevierias in pictures and words: with many new varieties suitable for growing in homes and offices = Bilderbuch der Sansevierias: mit interessanten neuen Sorten: die neuen Arten eignen sich besonders gut für die mühelose Augenzucht in der Wohnung im Geschäft.*
Call Number: SB438.3.S2 M8235 1979

Author: Mulligan, William C.
Title: *Cacti & succulents: north & south, indoors & out.*
Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Title: *List of southern African succulent plants.*
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8s L696 1997

Author: Nel, Gert Cornelius.
Title: *The Gibbeaum handbook: a genus of highly succulent plants native to South Africa.*
Publication: London: Blandford Press, [1953]
Call Number: SB438.3.G5 N32 1953

Author: Nel, Gert Cornelius.
Title: *Lithops: plantae succulentae, rarissimae, in terra obscuratae, e familia Aizoaceae, ex Africa australi.*
Publication: Cape Town, South Africa, printed by Hortors, [1946].
Call Number: SB438.3.L4 N32 1946

Author: Nobel, Park S.
Title: *Remarkable agaves and cacti.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 N664 1994

Author: Oliver, Ian.
Title: *Grow succulents: a guide to the species, cultivation and propagation of South African succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8 .OL4 1998

Author: Overbeck, Cynthia.
Title: *Cactus.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 Ov2 1982

Author: Pavey, Gina.
Title: *Cacti and succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 P289 1979

Author: Perl, Philip.
Author: Time-Life Books
Title: *Cacti and succulents.*
Call Number: SB438 .P42 1978

Author: Pilbeam, John William.
Title: *Cacti & succulents of Baja California.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 P641 2015

Author: Pilbeam, John William.
Title: *Cacti for the connoisseur : a guide for growers & collectors.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 P641 1987

Author: Pilbeam, John William.
Title: *Mammillaria : a collector's guide.*
Call Number: SB438.3.M3 P64 1980

Author: Pilbeam, John William.
Title: *Sulcorebutia and Weingartia : a collector's guide.*
Call Number: SB438.3.S8 P641 1985

Author: Pizzetti, Mariella.
Title: *Simon & Schuster's Guide to cacti and succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 P689 1985

Author: Preston-Mafham, Ken.
Title: *Cacti and succulents in habitat.*

Author: Preston-Mafham, Ken.
Title: *500 cacti : species and varieties in cultivation.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 P926f 2007

Author: Preston-Mafham, Rod.
Title: *Cacti : the illustrated dictionary.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 P926 1991

Author: Quiros, Alice.
Author: American Horticultural Society.
Title: *Cacti and succulents.*
The world of cactus & succulents, and other water-thrifty plants.
Author: Quiros, Alice.
Call Number: SB438 .Q48c 1977

The wonderful world of succulents : cultivation and description of selected succulent plants other than cacti.
Author: Rauh, Werner.
Publication: San Francisco : Chevron Chemical Co., Ortho Division, c1977.
Call Number: SB438 .Q48 1977

Succulent and xerophytic plants of Madagascar.
Author: Rauh, Werner.
Call Number: SB438.S7 R192 1984

Succulents in the veld.
Author: Rawé, Rolf.
Call Number: SB438 .R1987 1968

Flowering cacti : a colour guide.
Author: Rayzer, G.
Call Number: SB438.C12 R219 1984

The Aloes of South Africa.
Author: Reynolds, Gilbert Westacott.
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 R334 1982

The illustrated encyclopedia of cacti & other succulents.
Author: Riha, J.
Call Number: SB438 .R449 1981

Flowering cacti and other succulent plants.
Author: Rose, Henri.
Call Number: SB438.C12 R72 1960
Author: Rowley, Gordon Douglas.
Title: The Adenium and Pachypodium handbook.
Publication: Oxford : British Cactus and Succulent Society, [1983?].
Call Number: SB438.3.Ad4 R797 1983?

Author: Rowley, Gordon Douglas.
Title: Caudiciform & pachycaul succulents : pachycauls, bottle-, barrel- and elephant-trees and their kin : a collector's miscellany.
Call Number: SB438.3.C2 R797 1987

Author: Rowley, Gordon Douglas.
Title: Flowering succulents.
Publication: Farnham, Surrey : Living Colour Publications, 1959
Call Number: SB438 .R79 1959

Author: Rowley, Gordon Douglas.
Title: Gordon Douglas Rowley's A history of succulent plants.
Call Number: SB438.S7h R797 1997

Author: Rowley, Gordon Douglas.
Title: The illustrated encyclopedia of succulents.
Call Number: SB438 .R797 1978

Author: Rowley, Gordon Douglas.
Title: Name that succulent : keys to the families and genera of succulent plants in cultivation.
Call Number: SB438 .R797n 1980

Author: Rowley, Gordon Douglas.
Title: Succulent Compositae : a grower's guide to the succulent species of Senecio & Othonna.
Call Number: SB438.3.S5 R797 1995

Author: Sajeva, Maurizio.
Title: Succulents II : the new illustrated dictionary.
Call Number: SB438.S7 Sa28n 2000
Author: Schneck, Marcus.
Title: *Growing classic cacti: an illustrated guide to over 150 representative species.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 Sch57 1998

Author: Schulz, Ellen D.
Title: *Cactus culture.*
Publication: New York: Orange Judd, c1942.
Call Number: SB438.C12 Q41 1942

Author: Schulz, Lorraine.
Title: *Echeveria cultivars.*
Call Number: SB438.3.Ec4 Sch84 2005

Author: Schulz, Rudolf.
Title: *Aeoniums in habitat and cultivation.*
Publication: San Bruno, Calif.: Schulz, c2007.
Call Number: SB438.3.Ae5 Sch84 2007

Author: Schulz, Rudolf.
Title: *More succulents for the garden.*
Call Number: SB438.S7 Sch84m 2001

Author: Schulz, Rudolf.
Title: *Succulents: care and health.*
Publication: Teesdale, Victoria, Australia: Schulz, c2003.
Call Number: SB438.S7 Sch84c 2003

Author: Schuster, Danny.
Title: *The world of cacti: how to select from and care for over 1000 species.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 Sch88 1990

Author: Schwantes, Gustav.
Title: *The cultivation of the Mesembryanthemaceae.*
Call Number: SB438.3.Ai9 Sch94 1954

Author: Shelf, Ken.
Title: *Essential succulents: the beginner's guide.*
Call Number: SB438.S7 Sh42 2018
Author: Shreve, Forrest.
Title: *The cactus and its home.*
Publication: Baltimore, The Williams & Wilkins Company, 1931.
Call Number: SB438.C12 Sh8 1931

Author: Shurly, E. W.
Title: *Cacti.*
Publication: New York, Abelard-Schuman 1960,1959
Call Number: SB438.C12 Sh93 1959

Author: Silver, Johanna.
Title: *The bold dry garden : lessons from the Ruth Bancroft Garden.*

Author: Slaba, Rudolf.
Title: *The illustrated guide to cacti.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 SL11 1992

Author: Smith, Gideon F.
Title: *Aloes in southern Africa.*
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 Sm57 2008

Author: Smith, Gideon F.
Title: *Cacti and succulents.*
Publication: Batavia, Ill. : Ball Pub., c2006.
Call Number: SB438.A1 Sm57 2006

Author: Smith, Gideon F.
Title: *Cacti and succulents handbook : the ultimate guide to growing techniques with a directory of 300+ common species and varieties.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 Sm57c 2022

Author: Smith, Gideon F.
Title: *The garden succulents primer.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 Sm57g 2008

Author: Smith, Gideon F.
Title: *Guide to succulents of Southern Africa.*
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8s Sm57 2009
Author: Šubík, Rudolf.
Title: *Cacti and succulents : a concise guide in colour.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 Su15 1968

Author: Šubík, Rudolf.
Title: *Decorative cacti : a guide to succulent house plants.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 Su14 1972

Title: *Succulents and cactus.*
Publication: Menlo Park, Calif. : Lane Books [1970]
Call Number: SB438 .Su74 1970

Author: Süpplie, Frank.
Title: *Schlumbergera = Weihnachtskakteen : Christmas cacti =Kerstcactussen.*
Publication: Nijmegen, The Netherlands : Epiphytic Plant Research and Information Center, [2004?]
Call Number: SB438.3.S26 Su76 2004

Author: Tanner, Ogden.
Title: *Gardening America : regional and historical influences in the contemporary garden.*
Call Number: SB466.U6 T157 1990

Author: Torre, Dan.
Title: *Cactus.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 T67 2017

Author: Trapp, Carolyn.
Title: *A guide to the cacti of Zion National Park.*
Publication: [Salt Lake City, Printed by Deseret News Press, 1969]
Call Number: SB438.C123 U7, U8z, T689, 1969

Author: Van Jaarsveld, Ernst J.
Author: Sasol.
Title: *Succulents of South Africa : a guide to the regional diversity.*
Publication: Cape Town, South Africa : Tafelberg, 2000.
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8s V319 2000

Author: Van Ness, Martha.
Title: *Cacti and succulents indoors and outdoors.*
Call Number: SB438.A1 V336 1971

Author: Van Wyk, Abraham E.
Title: Regions of floristic endemism in southern Africa : a review with emphasis on succulents.
Call Number: QK395 .V389 2001

Author: Véliz Pérez, Mario Esteban.
Title: Las cactáceas de Guatemala.
Call Number: SB438.C12 V545 2008

Author: Venning, Frank D.
Title: Cacti.
Call Number: SB438.C12 V563 1974
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